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Fahrig (2002, 2003)

What does
Several Small

mean?

Continuous version 
of the problema:

Degree of fragmentation
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Fragmentation

How to measure it?

Fragmentation metrics

“Fragmentation” becomes 
general term for spatial configuration



Fragmentation X Fragmentation process
Habitat loss Fragmentation

Fahrig, 2003

Didham, 2012

Palmeirim et al. 2019



Fragmentation per se 
Fragmenting without habitat loss

Didham, 2012
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A heated war:
FRAG WARS!

Ecological effects of  
fragmentation per se 



Which mechanisms are there and how to unify observational studies?
Ecological effects of fragmentação per se 

Relation between species and habitat loss: 
Habitat loss harms biodiversity!

Fragmentation effects are secondary order, 
and lower habitat amounts increases its significance.

Different mechanisms act in different spatial scales: 
Conclusions are not spatially extrapolatable

The whole of matrix (nonhabitat) in persistence and 
dispersal mechanisms should be further studied

The ecological responses may change 
with respect to the observed time scales

Terminology chaos: different studies/subfields use different 
ecological/fragmentation metrics and state different interpretations of results.

HAH
Habitat
Amount

Hypothesis





Population distribution

u(t, x, y) =  population 
density in spatial point

 (x,y) at instant t
x

y

Writing equations based 
on minimal mechanisms: 

oversimplification

Solving those 
equations on 

numerical methods

Search for patterns 
observed in nature

Ecological modeling goals



Reaction-diffusion equations

Reaction       Diffusion

Laplacian:

Meaning: pointwise net flux
Effect: spatial homogenization, smoothing and blur

Click
to watch

the animation

https://i.stack.imgur.com/4yVQj.gif
https://i.stack.imgur.com/4yVQj.gif


Diffusion movement in population context

Individually (animal level):
it means a random walk

Macroscopically (population level):
Spatial homogenization

Click
to watch

the animation

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/4d/DiffusionMicroMacro.gif
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/4d/DiffusionMicroMacro.gif




Fragmented
landscapes

Binary landscapes:
habitat and matrix

Fixed total amount 
of habitat (25%)



Habitat Matrix

Logistic
growth

Death 
process



Matrix quality parameter

The only parameter that characterize the matrix 
(compared to the habitat)

0.01 0.1 1.0 10.0 100.0

Slightly hostile matrix
Inter-patch movement

Very hostile matrix
Intra-patch movement



35% 25% 15%



HA = 35% 25% 15%

Test-run results, to be confirmed

- Effects of fragmentation may have 
different directions (good or bad)  
and different magnitudes; 

- Highly fragmented landscapes 
lead to extinction in hostile enough 
matrices; 

- Lower HA have wider extinction 
ranges wrt matrix quality;

- Fragmentation effects are more 
significant with lower HA;

- Non-linear decrease in total 
population from 25%H to 15%HA 
(normalization vanish linear 
effects).



Which landscape features matter the most to ecology?
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Effective carrying capacity

Many correlated metrics

 Why we still use Pearson correlation if 
we do not expect linear relations?

PCA techniques may “combine” different 
metrics, losing their meaning…

The method we use to generate artificial 
landscapes changes their correlations

Example of Spearman correlation:



What about
natural landscapes?

Different 
fragmentation patterns

SSLOT?
Several small or lots of tiny?

Heterogeneous 
fragmentation

Brazilian forests 
with 25% of HA



A patch-scale observation is representative
of landscape-scale observations?

How correlated is the ecological response in the largest patches 
and the ecological response in the whole landscape?

Is this correlation uniform in the habitat and fragmentation gradients?



What is the correct 
spatial scale to measure 

fragmentation?

How metrics depend on the 
granularity of landscapes 

and observed scales?



Functional patches

Functional 
patches network

Patch betweenness 
and clustering 

algorithms



Conclusions
● Computer simulations is a powerful tool to 

test, isolate and hypothesize minimal 
mechanisms necessary to explain the 
observed patterns in nature

● We need to verify our methods with 
test-run statistical analysis on controlled 
artificial data before applying it to 
observational data

● We should stop binary thoughts or 
expectations about the effect of 
fragmentation per se

○ Under which conditions and 
characteristics will the effect be 
positive or negative?
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Conclusions
● Fragmentation metrics to measure its 

effects depend on the quality of matrix 
and the natural spatial scale of the 
population

○ Which metrics better relate the 
geographical information to the 
ecological information?

● There are many things to (re-)define, 
quantify e explain in the fields of habitat 
fragmentation, fragmentation metrics, 
natural landscapes,... 
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